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Introduction
Precision Optical Performance AlInGaP, nondiffused,
T-13/4 LED lamps may be ordered with specific
viewing angles, package configurations, light output
and color selection options, combined with tape and
reel packaging. The various viewing angles are de-
signed to meet the needs of specific applications. The
package configurations and tape and reel options
provide compatibility with different manufacturing
processes. Device light output and color binning
options allow users to design for uniform appear-
ance in large area multi-lamp arrays applications
such as variable message signs and traffic signals.

Lamp Viewing Angles
Many of the AlInGaP LED lamp devices are available
with one or more of the following viewing angles
listed in Table 1. Each viewing angle and the associ-
ated spatial radiation pattern has been designed to
meet the requirements of large area array applica-
tions such as those mentioned in Table 1.

Viewing Angle Typical Applications

8° Over Roadway Message Signs

15° Over Roadway Message Signs

23° Trailer Mounted Message Signs

30° Traffic Signals

Table 1. Viewing Angles for Precision Optical Performance
AlInGaP LED Lamps

FLANGED
BASE

FLANGELESS
BASE

WITHOUT STAND-OFFS

FLANGED
BASE

FLANGELESS
BASE

WITH STAND-OFFS

1.5 mm
(0.06 IN.)

Figure 1. T-1 3/4 Lamp Configurations.
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Lamp Package
Configurations
The Precision Optical Perfor-
mance T-13/4 lamps may be A
unique basic part number is asso-
ciated with each viewing angle/
package configuration as illus-
trated in the example shown in
Table 2. In Table 2, the 15°  view-
ing angle, AlInGaP 590 nm amber
lamp is available in one of the
four package configurations
shown.

Flanged Base, Without Stand-
Offs, the Standard Package
Configuration: Since it is not
possible for Avago Technologies
to maintain stocking inventory of
all four possible package configu-
rations, the flanged base, without
stand-offs package configuration
is used for stocking inventory.
The other three package configu-
rations are available on a
build-to-order basis. Customers
are encouraged to use flanged
base, without stand-offs lamps
whenever possible. A significant
advantage to using this package
configuration is the higher prob-
ability of obtaining specific
luminous intensity-color options
in high volume quantities.

Tape and Reel Options
Two basic tape and reel options,
listed in Table 3, are available for
autoinsertion assembly onto pc
boards. An option code is associ-
ated with tape and reel option.
These tape and reel options con-
form to IEC and ANSI standards
for taped and reeled radial lead
components. For specific details,
please refer to the Tape and Reel
Solid State Lamps product data
sheet.

Table 2. Possible Basic Package Configurations for the 15°  Viewing Angle,
AlInGaP, 590 nm Amber Lamp (an example).

Basic Part No. Leadframe Package Base
Selection Selection

HLMP-EL15 Without Stand-Offs Flanged Base

HLMP-GL15 Without Stand-Offs Flangeless Base

HLMP-EL17 With Stand-Offs Flanged base

HLMP-GL17 With Stand-Offs Flangeless Base

Table 3. Tape and Reel Options

Option Description

001 Tape and reel, formed leads on 5 mm (0.197 in.) centers

002 Tape and reel, straight leads on 2.54 mm (0.100 in.) centers

Consult your local Avago Tech-
nologies Field Sales Engineer for
other possible packaging options.

Luminous Intensity, Iv, Bins
Luminous intensity, Iv, bins are
defined on a 2:1 ratio, maximum
Iv / minimum Iv, which approxi-
mates the limit of the human
eye’s ability to discern light out-
put differences between pixels in
large area arrays. There is a 10%
measurement overlap between
adjacent luminous intensity bins.
LED lamps selected from adja-
cent luminous intensity bins may
be assembled into large area ar-
rays on a random distribution
basis. As long as the color is con-
stant throughout the array, at
distance the human eye cannot
discern inter-pixel intensity dif-
ferences. The human eye views a
large area array as if the array
has an even luminous intensity
across the face of the array. An
alpha letter is used to identify a
specific intensity bin.

Color, λd, Bins
LED colors are identified and
binned by dominant wavelength,
λd (nm). Color bins are offered
for the 590/592 nm amber lamp
devices. Each color, λd, bin is 3
nm wide, which approximates the
wavelength width necessary for
the human eye to discern color
differences in the amber color re-
gion. There is a nominal 1/2 nm
measurement overlap between
adjacent color bins. Only one
color bin should be used within
one array assembly to ensure a
pleasing appearance. Color bins
should not be mixed in a single
array assembly to avoid a motley
appearance which is objection-
able to the human eye. A number
is used to identify a specific color
bin.

Iv and λd Bin Identifier Codes
Lamp devices are labeled with a
two character bin identifier code,
consisting of an alpha letter (to
identify the luminous intensity,
Iv, bin) followed by a number (to
identify the color, λd, bin).
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Example: Bin code F3 identi-
fies a lamp as being selected
from luminous intensity
bin F and color bin 3.

SXX Option Codes
Color and luminous intensity selec-
tions are called out as “SXX”
Option Codes. The SXX options
available are presented in Table 4.
The first “X” is either “1” or “2” re-
ferring to either a single bin or two
bin color selection and the second
“X” is either “1” or “2” referring to
either a single bin or two bin lumi-
nous intensity selection.

Example: S12 refers to the
selection based on one color
bin and two luminous intensity
bins.

S1X Single Color, λd,
Bin Options
S1X, offering selection from one
color, λd, bin, are termed “float-
ing” options. The λd bin selection
may be different for each pro-
curement depending upon the
availability of LED wafer λd dis-

tribution to meet a single λd bin
selection.

S2X Adjacent Color, λd,
Bin Options
SX2 options offer two adjacent
color, λd, bins selected from the
center of the LED wafer overall
collective λd distribution.

In a single large area array it is
best to have the array assembled
with LED lamps from the same
S1X color, λd, selection option to
ensure a pleasing, uniform ap-
pearance across the face of the
array. Mixing S1X color, λd, selec-
tion options or using an S2X, λd,
selection color selection option in
a single large area array is not
recommended.

SX1 Single Luminous Intensity,
Iv, Bin Options
SX1, offering selection from one
luminous intensity, Iv, bin are
termed “floating” options. The Iv
bin selection may be different for
each procurement depending
upon the availability of LED wa-
fer luminous intensity

distribution to meet a single Iv
bin selection.

SX2 Adjacent Luminous
Intensity, Iv, Bin Options
SX2 options offer two adjacent
luminous intensity, Iv, bins se-
lected from the center of the LED
wafer overall collective luminous
intensity distribution.

In some large area array applica-
tions it may be necessary to have
the array assembled with LED
lamps from the same SX1 lumi-
nous intensity, Iv, selection bin
option to ensure a pleasing, uni-
form appearance. However, using
an S12 luminous intensity, Iv,
two-bin selection option with the
LED lamps randomly mixed in a
large area array can produce
pleasing results across the face of
the array.

Device Extended Part
Number
AlInGaP Precision Optical Perfor-
mance LED lamps, with options,
are identified with an extended
part number, as shown by the ex-
ample in Figure 2.
The first eight hyphenated char-
acters, HLMP-XXXX-(1)(2)(3)(4),
are the basic lamp catalog part
number, identifying the specific
LED color, viewing angle, and
package configuration for the de-
vice (i.e., HLMP-EL15).

(1) = Minimum intensity bin;

(2) = Maximum intensity bin;

(3) = Color bin selection,

where:
“0” = no color bin selection;
“K” = amber color bins 2
          and 4 only;
“4” = amber color bin 4
          only;

(4) = Mechanical or Packaging

Option.

Table 4. Color and Luminous Intensity Selection Options.

Selection Option Color Intensity
Option Code Binning Binning

A S11 1 - λd Bin 1 - Iv Bin

B S22 2 - λd Bins 2 - Iv Bins

C S12 1 - λd Bin 2 - Iv Bins

D S01 No 1 - Iv Bin

E S02 No 2 - Iv Bins

Notes:
1. The S01 and S02 options offer no color
bin selection with luminous intensity
selection.
2. The S01 and S11 options offer the se-
lection of one luminous intensity.
3. The S02, S12 ,and S22 options offer the
selection of two adjacent luminous inten-
sity bins.

4. The S11 and S12 options offer the se-
lection of one color bin with luminous
intensity selection.
5. The S22 option offers color selection
from two adjacent color bins, coupled
with a selection from two adjacent lumi-
nous intensity bins.



Ordering Selections —
Contact Your Local Avago
Technologies Field Sales
Engineer
Due to the various viewing angles,
package configurations, luminous
intensity, Iv, and color, λd, bins
customers may need, Avago Tech-
nologies is not able to stock all
possible lamp configurations. A
particular LED lamp configura-
tion most likely will have to be
built to order. Also, because light
output and color distributions
within LED wafer lots vary con-
siderably, production

Figure 2. Example of an Extended Part Number for a T-13/4, AlInGaP LED Lamp,
590 nm Amber, 15° Viewing Angle, without stand-off, minimum intensity bin S and
maximum intensity bin V, no color bin selection with bulk packaging option.

HLMP-EL15-SV000

FLANGE / COLOR / 
VIEWING ANGLE CODE

BULK PACKAGING OPTION

DEVICE BASIC PART NUMBER
lv BIN SELECTION IDENTIFIER

COLOR BIN SELECTION IDENTIFIER

run-to-production run, Avago
Technologies may not be able to
provide a particular Iv and λd
combination. It is, therefore, nec-
essary for customers to contact
their local Avago Technologies
Field Sales Engineer, and in co-
operation with Avago determine
which lamp configurations and
binning options can be provided
to meet the long term needs for a
particular application.
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